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I want you to know, as you go to more webinars like mine, as you start looking at the birds and
the bees and the beautiful flowers in your yard or whatever trail you might hike - you are a
scientist.

You engage in science.

You are what scientists look like.

There is no platinum wall that separates you from the scientific community. When you engage in
things like the City Nature Project, or the LA Audubon Christmas Count, or any iNaturalist
project. Hey, just contributing to iNaturalist as you find things one by one! You are engaging in
science. This is the wealth and the wonder of crowd-based science.

Yes, there is a scientific community full of dedicated science geeks like me that are pursuing
science as a career - it's what we do with our lives. But you don’t have to be that to help with
science. There are so many more wonderful people that are willing to just take a photo and post
it to iNaturalist. Or ask a question. Or engage in a bird count. Or report seeing a reptile to
RASCALS (the Los Angeles Natural History Museum reptile monitoring program).

Every single observation is a piece of data. You teach dedicated scientists what is here. You are
our eyes and our ears. You bring us all the data so we can try to make sense of it. And every
single time you do this you enrich our understanding - of what our biodiversity is, how its
changing, what species are present, which ones are doing well and have a steady population,
and maybe which one’s we’re not seeing more of and maybe those ones need help.

Your observations teach us. And when you teach us by showing us what you’re seeing and what
you’re finding, we can start figuring out where do we all then need to put our next bout of really
strong energy to get protection, set aside habitat, restore that area, or just find out what’s going
on. The beauty of crowd-based science is that there are so many more helping hands and
people who care, than just our little scientific community.

And when we join with you, and you join and engage in science with us, together we are
capable of doing many magnitudes more for data collection, for study, for discovery, and for
understanding. As you are coming into this citywide project I hope you will understand, in the
future, there is no difference between the scientific community and everyone else, we are all the
same population. And that you, regardless of your degree, your age, your nationality, your ethnic
group, your level of education, you can still help us engage in science. And help us understand
something greater. Thank you for that.


